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Retailers  mus t ramp up personalization for smartphone shoppers

 
By Alex Samuely

Retailers are missing out on significant revenue opportunities by failing to personalize consumers' shopping
experiences, thanks to the lack of adaptive pages, product recommendations and search functionalities on their
mobile sites, according to a Retail Systems Research report.

In its "Personalization Across Digital Channels" report, sponsored by predictive analytics platform Reflektion, Retail
Systems Research highlights the major faux paus that brands commit when it comes to mobile commerce. As
consumers' expectations for retailers' digital offerings grow higher, marketers must deliver optimized experiences,
including saved search histories, suggestions on previous purchases and responsive pages tailored to each device.

"Unfortunately, as poor as the implementations have been for personalization for desktops, the implementations for
mobile/smartphones are even worse," said Kurt Heinemann, chief marketing officer at Reflektion, San Mateo, CA.
"The unfortunate part of this is that solid personalization can have an even bigger impact on mobile than it can on
desktops.

"Conversion rates are already challenged on the limited real estate available on smartphones (basically by one-third
of desktop rates). Personalization makes it much easier for shoppers to find what they are looking for in this mobile
world, which is half the battle for visitors."

Pointing to personalization

It is  no secret that consumers experiencing difficulties navigating a retailer's mobile site during the browsing or
checkout process are likely to give up if their frustrations peak, which may prompt them to flock to a competitor's
inventory instead.

The presence of more loyalty and rewards platforms also means that brands have access to additional CRM data
that can be leveraged to personalize the experience and drive revenue. However, many retailers are failing on this
front, as evidenced by Retail Systems Research's evaluation of 100 top Web-based marketers' sites.

The brands' personalization tactics were deemed to be rudimentary at best, according to the report. Fifty-two percent
of retailers do not optimize digital content for the device with which consumers choose to shop, proving they are not
offering context-driven channels across tablet, mobile and desktop sites.
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Nordstrom's mobile site does offer complementary product suggestions

Thirty-one percent did not provide any item recommendations on their mobile sites, as opposed to 26 percent that
did offer suggestions remotely relevant to the item being viewed. This may put a stopper on impulse purchases
made on smartphones, as shoppers are frequently swayed to add more products into their carts if they are
recommended specifically for their tastes, or complement another desired piece.

A February report from Contact Solutions revealed that consumers are increasingly looking to recommendations
and assistance options within mobile apps during the shopping process, suggesting that merchants should not
overlook the initial buying experience in their efforts to streamline checkout (see story).

Bumping up mobile search

Retailers' mobile sites should also place a bigger focus on retaining previous search histories, another tool which is
able to help personalize suggested products and improve browsing experiences. The report revealed that 83 percent
of mobile sites did not recall past search histories.

"Other than not implementing personalization, the biggest faux pas is not creating a smartphone-specific checkout
experience," Mr. Heinemann said. "The standard desktop checkout is a nightmare to work through on a smartphone.

"It fatigues many users to just leave their basket hanging," he said. "There are a number of things smartphone
checkout can leverage that make the experience incredibly easy, such as context aware keyboards that limit the need
to go between alpha and numeric, auto-complete addresses leveraging the Google Map API, making sure to use
mobile wallet options (PayPal, Google Wallet, etc.) wherever possible and just simply eliminating any truly
unnecessary questions/data fields in the checkout experience."
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Victoria's Secret prompts mobile site visitors to sign in to unlock their preferences

To ensure that shopping is as optimized as possible for mobile devices, retailers should focus on context-driven
home pages, similar and adjacent item recommendations, adaptive sites and segmented smart search.

Home pages must offer prioritized content to help guide shoppers, which may include mobile-specific promotions,
imagery and features. Saved search on smartphones is also a must-have strategy, as some users may tire of typing in
the same key words in the search bar.

Instead, brands should save these words so that they visibly pop up when a customer begins typing.

Retail Systems Research also invites retailers to sit down and personally shop their own sites to weed out any pain
points and customize the experience for each digital shopper.

"Mobile users have very limited time and patience in an environment that is full of distractions," Mr. Heinemann
said. "While you can't eliminate those distractions, you can make sure to reduce the time required to checkout in
order to increase the odds that you can fit in between those distractions."

Final Take

Alex Samuely, staff writer on Mobile Commerce Daily, New York
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